THE WAY KIDS ARE LEARNING SCIENCE IS CHANGING AND YOU CAN TAKE AN ACTIVE ROLE!

The California State PTA invites you to ignite your curiosity for science by finding opportunities for exploration and discovery during the everyday activities of life.

DISCOVERING NEW THINGS TOGETHER IS EASY!

EXPAND YOUR OPPORTUNITIES FOR EXPLORATION AND CURIOSITY BY:

• Asking questions! Lots of them. Why is the sky blue? How do germs spread? What causes the sound of thunder?

• Connecting everyday life back to science: Baking a cake? That’s a chemical reaction! Out on a walk? Spot some flowers growing and experience the magic of photosynthesis!

• Experiment together by mixing homemade slime, making a volcano or polishing pennies.

SCIENCE IS EVERYWHERE AND FOR EVERYONE!

The California State PTA has diverse learning resources to empower all families to bring discovery to the forefront of their child’s science education. From videos, to articles and activities, the California State PTA resource library has something for everyone looking to #DiscoverTogether.

Visit: capta.org/resource-library

#DiscoverTogether